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IRSwift +
User & Installation Guide

Connevans

The IR Swift + is a wireless infra-red soundfield system which benefits both
students and tutor ‒ a few minutes of your time will help you understand
how and why the system works so well. 

A soundfield system...
benefits the tutor
offering greatly reduced
vocal fatigue, improved
class discipline and
attentiveness. 
Less repetition is required
and there is a generally
less stressed teaching day.

benefits the student 
offering improved speech clarity and verbal recognition for all
class members including those with permanent or temporary
hearing loss. Academic performance has been shown to
improve with the introduction of a soundfield system.

A relaxed listening experience
Try the system out with a colleague before using it in class. When setting the volume, if you
can hear your own voice clearly from the IR Swift+ unit from across the classroom then the
volume is too loud! Make sure you experience the system by listening to somebody else.
Listening for yourself is the best way to understand why the IR Swift+ system does not need
to be set very loud to achieve an enhanced and relaxing listening experience.

Siting the IR Swift +
The IR Swift+ unit is usually best positioned at the opposite end of the classroom to the
tutor, above seated head height. Although the IR Swift+ has a single hyper-wide dispersion
speaker, when in use the system actually has two ʻspeakersʼ. One is the IR Swift+ and the
other is yourself ‒ a sound source at both ends of the room.

When set up properly, a soundfield system will actually reduce the overall noise level in a
classroom and because there is no need to ʻtalk loudlyʼ it gives a pervasive, clearer & more
natural sound to your voice.

IR Swift+ remote volume adjust
The IR Swift+ has a remote volume adjust feature for use with a Swift TX transmitter.
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Treble

Bass

Aux in

Mic B
Mic A

Aux Out socket
Aux In socket

Aux Out adjust

System components
IR Swift + transmitter options
Our recommended choice is the SwiftTX pendant transmitter, because it is exceptionally light
and easy to wear and has excellent sound pickup.

Some people prefer a beltworn transmitter, in which case, the collarworn microphone has
really good sound pickup, while the lavalier microphone is chosen by some as being easier
to wear. The IR Classmate pendant transmitter is a good functional choice.

The handheld transmitter is ideal for group discussion or guest use.

The IR Swift+ is a two channel unit and can have two transmitters in use simultaneously. 

There are six controls on the IR Swift+
amplifier. Once set, these controls are
normally left alone and should rarely need
adjusting. The IR Swift+ has a remote
volume adjust feature when used with a
SwiftTX transmitter.

Included in the IR Swift+ kit is a 3.5mm
to 3.5mm stereo lead (part.no. MXA117A).
This lead can be used to input sound 
to the IR Swift+ from a laptop, iPod 
or anything else with a 3.5mm
headphone socket.

A host of alternative audio leads
including extension leads are
available ‒ please see catalogue
section 11 or our website: 
www.DeafEquipment.co.uk/
AV equipment & accessories

The IR Swift+ is supplied as standard with a flush wall mounting bracket.

The IR Swift+ accepts a standard 100mm VESA mount and a choice of alternate wall
mountings is available, as is a shelf stand.

Components & Installation

Your IR Swift + kit will include one of the following.

To conserve power, when not in use, please
switch off at the power socket.

The IR Swift + automatically enters a low
power standby state when not in use.
However, as the IR Swift + operates from an
external power supply, on environmental
grounds, it is still best to switch off at the
power socket when not in use.

Power on
indicator

Wall mounting bracket
supplied with IR Swift+

Shelf stand
Part no. 45SWSHELF

IR Swift + speaker amplifiers

Handheld microphone
transmitter

SwiftTX microphone
transmitter

Belt worn transmitter with
lavalier microphone

Pendant microphone
transmitter

Belt worn transmitter with
collarworn microphone

Pendant microphone transmitter & 
headworn microphone
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Positioning an IR Swift + speaker amplifier
Connevans advise positioning an IR Swift + amplifier/speaker centrally on the wall at the
opposite end of the room to where the tutor would normally stand. 

The IR Swift+ should be positioned
above head height, which for a
classroom would be seated head
height. 

It is difficult to give an exact
measurement as you need to
consider what is already on the wall,
but the criteria are:

a) Above head height so that there is
a direct line of sound to
everybody in the room.

b) Above head height so that there
is line of sight for the infra-red
signal from the transmitter.

c) The controls should be within
reach for the tutor ‒ although
once set they should rarely need
adjusting.

When using an IR Swift+ with the optional shelf stand it may
be sited anywhere where you are happy with its performance
with regard to the sound and IR signal pickup from the
transmitter ‒ siting it higher is better than lower. 

The guidelines above, for wall mounting, still apply.
If placing on a wooden shelf, there are screw holes in the stand base to
allow fixing to the shelf.

The IR Swift+ uses the standard 100mm VESA bracket system. A wide range of alternative
VESA fixings are available from Connevans and other suppliers.

Wall mounting the IR Swift + speaker amplifier
IR Swift+ amplifier/speaker
units are supplied with a flush
mount wall bracket already
fitted.

1. Remove the bottom two
screws as shown to release
the wall mounting plate.

Dual arm
Part no. MX129312

Non flush 
mounting 
Part no. 
MX129350

Alternative VESA mounting brackets

3. Slide the IR Swift+ unit on to the wall bracket
and secure with screws removed at step 1.
A long philips screwdriver will be required.
(Connevans part no 45SWPHIL)

2. Fit the wall plate in chosen position
(see page 4) ‒ remember to plan
where your mains lead will run. 
See page 6.

Single arm 
Part no. MX129315
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Mains connection and power supply
It is important that the IR Swift + is sited in a position for good sound rather than just near
to an existing mains power socket.

Ideally there should be a dedicated mains socket near to the IR Swift+ amplifier/speaker unit.               

Alternatively, if a mains socket cannot be
fitted close by, the power supply holder may
be removed from the IR Swift+ and fitted
directly to the wall.

The power supply holder
may be fitted to the wall either

vertically or horizontally, as
appropriate, and the wire should

be either clipped to the wall or
fitted in trunking.

It is important that both the low
voltage and mains voltage cabling

are safely and neatly secured. We
would advise against fitting the

mains power supply unit and
holder anywhere where it could be

accidentally kicked, or knocked by a
vacuum cleaner.
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Part no. MX501141 Part no. MX501138

If security is an issue the IR Swift+ has a standard laptop security cable ʻlocking slotʼ on the
top left. Connevans can supply security cables with 
either key or code locking.

Demonstrate and set the volume level for the room
It is important that the soundfield is set up properly. We have found
that most users tend to set the system too loud. This is unnecessary
and undesirable. The golden rule is "if the user of the transmitter
can hear themselves clearly from the IR Swift +, then the volume is
probably too loud". It is difficult for the person talking to judge the
level of their own amplified voice.

The usual way to set up an IR Swift+ uses the subjective judgement
of another person. Two people are required with the class tutor
preferably being the one doing the talking.

Setting the correct volume level
� Wear the microphone as shown. 

� Stand at the front (your usual position). 

� Switch the transmitter off and talk in a normal voice to your colleague
while they stand at armʼs length in front of you. 

� Ask your colleague to remember the average sound level and 
then get them to walk over to the IR Swift amplifier/speaker. 

� Switch the transmitter on. 

� Ask your colleague to increase the 'Mic A' volume control on the
amplifier, whilst you continue to talk in the same normal voice as
before, until they judge the sound level at arms
length from the IR Swift+ to be about the same as
when they were standing in front of you.

� The tone controls can now be adjusted if necessary
to optimise vocal clarity. 

� Ask your colleague to make sure that your voice is
clear all around the room. 

Job done! Don't be tempted to increase the volume
much further as teachers tend to raise their voices in an
active classroom situation!

Confidence
Please do not underestimate the importance of ensuring that the tutor has the opportunity to
experience listening to another person using the IR Swift+. There are two reasons for this:
firstly so that they become impressed at the natural sound and secondly it is hard for anyone
to listen objectively to their own voice. It is also an excellent opportunity to ʻplayʼ at using the
system with a colleague, allowing the tutor to gain confidence with their own ʻperformanceʼ. 

If the system is to be used with a second microphone you must now go through the same
procedure using the ʻMic Bʼ volume control.

15
0m

m

Extension cables are available for
the 1.65m low voltage dc power
cable running from the IR Swift:
Part no. XDCA05BK 5m
Part no. XDCA10BK 10m
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To charge a transmitter:

1. Switch off the transmitter and then plug in the charge lead.

2. Plug the charger into a mains socket and turn on the power.

When charging a belt pack or pendant transmitter, the red charge indicator will light. A
handheld transmitter has no charging indicator.

The charge time from flat for the SwiftTX transmitter is 10 hours and the other transmitters
16-20 hours. It is safe to leave on charge for up to 5 days.

Please note that it may take a few charge/discharge cycles before full capacity is available.

Transmitter battery charging
The batteries in all of these transmitters will last approximately 8 hours.

It is necessary to charge batteries before first use. For the SwiftTX transmitter fit the supplied
battery (see page 10) and connect to charger. For other types of transmitter, remove the
protective tab from the battery compartment using a firm tug, and connect to the charger.  
The initial charge should take about 20 hours, thereafter charge overnight as required.

You will usually need to leave the unit recharging at the end of the day. 

To conserve power always remember to switch the transmitter off when not in use. 
If a second transmitter is only occasionally used it will need charging less often.

Swift TX pendant microphone transmitter

Indicator LED
The indicator LED shows green, red or orange, depending on the status or mode of the Swift TX.

In normal use:
Solid green ‒ the SwiftTX is on and
working.

Alternating green/red ‒ the battery is
low and the unit needs to be recharged.

No indication ‒ the unit is switched off.

When charging:
Solid red ‒ the SwiftTX is is charging normally
and is turned off.

Flashing red ‒ there is a problem with charging
‒ refer to fault finding appendix.

Solid orange ‒ the SwiftTX is fully charged and
the charger has switched to trickle charge.

Charger 45IRTXCHG2 for
charging a SwiftTX or
beltpack transmitter

Charger 45IRTXHCHG2 for charging an IR
Classmate pendant or handheld transmitter

The two parts of the neck clasp
may be pushed together or
pulled apart either directly or by
sliding. 

Adjusting the neck strap
Correct positioning of a pendant transmitter is important. The SwiftTX
pendant should be worn so that the emitter faces forwards and the unit
rests about 150mm (the length of a biro) below the mouth ‒ this means it
should sit just below your collarbone.

Both straps can be easily adjusted as required, using the sliders.

Note ‒ replacement straps are available, please see Appendix B.

To turn on the SwiftTX press and hold the on button until the status indicator lights. Similarly
to turn off or mute the SwiftTX press and hold the button until the indicator goes out.

Charge socket

Aux
socket

Microphone
socket

*Volume + *Volume ‒

On/Off/Mute

15
0m

m

Status indicator:
Green = on
Alternating red/green = recharge soon
Red = charging
Orange = charged

*Only for use with IR Swift +
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Technical Note - when a battery is first inserted, the SwiftTX will automatically test the battery
to make sure it has enough charge. 

The indicator will show orange for 5 secs while it is testing, followed by green or red for 1 sec:

Green ‒ the battery has enough charge.

Red ‒ the battery needs to be recharged.

A flickering indicator or no indicator ‒ the battery has no charge and needs to  be recharged or
replaced.

Auto power-off
The SwiftTX monitors the sound level and if the level drops below approx 76dB SPL for more
than ten minutes, then the unit will switch off automatically to preserve the battery.

Changing the battery
To open battery compartment, press in the centre 
of the battery door with both thumbs and slide off.

The battery door is treated with a clear anti-slip finish to
reduce the tendency to move when worn.

Pull on ribbon tab to release battery.

Rechargeable battery: 
1 x 2700mAh high capacity rechargeable 
AA battery ‒ exposed end (MBRAAHX1VAM). 

This battery is fitted with the exposed metal end against the
spring. Position the battery on top of the ribbon tab for easy
removal next time.

Microphone gain setting
The SwiftTX microphone gain control is factory set and will not need adjusting.

The SwiftTX is normally used on channel A. However it can be easily changed to channel B
as follows:

Open the battery compartment. 

Inside, just above the battery, you will be
able to see a small switch labelled ʻA
channel Bʼ.

Use the end of a paperclip to slide the
channel switch.

Always replace the battery compartment
cover afterwards. 

Channel change
The IR Swift+ unit has two mic receiving channels A & B. The Swift TX A/B channel change
switch is in the battery compartment.

Pendant, beltpack or handheld transmitters can be used on either channel.

Using the SwiftTX on external power
Connecting a charger automatically turns off the SwiftTX and starts charging it (red
indicator). During charging, a press of the ON/OFF button will suspend charging and return
the unit to ON (green indicator) ‒ in this mode, although the battery needs to be fitted, the
SwiftTX is now powered from the charger rather than the battery.

Using external power will preserve battery life when connected to an external sound source.

Charging a Swift TX ‒ see page 8
Connecting a charger automatically
turns off the SwiftTX and starts
charging it (red indicator). 

The charge time from flat is typically
10 hours. When fully charged, the
indicator shows orange. 

Charger 45IRTXCHG2
for charging a SwiftTX
or beltpack transmitter

Microphone

Dual directional microphones
The Swift TX uses two separated microphones (Left and Right) to provide a constant
transmitted voice level as the userʼs head is turned from side to side. 

The optimised dual microphone design also provides ideal pick up of the userʼs voice and
rejects unwanted sounds in all other directions. 

This means that you donʼt get a variation of volume 
as the speaker moves their head from side to side. Microphone

Hyper wide microphone coverage
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Wirefree connection of an external sound source
Both the Swift TX and IR Classmate Pendant transmitters may
be used as a ʻremote transmitterʼ in situations where it is not
convenient to make a wired connection from an external 
AV source to the IR Swift + speaker amplifier. This is
especially useful because an IR Swift + speaker amplifier is
normally at the opposite end of the room to the teacher.

For the SwiftTX pendant, connect the external device into the ʻauxʼ socket 
on the side (3.5mm mono or stereo). A standard lead may be used e.g. 

MXA117 ‒ 3.5mm stereo jack to jack for use with headphone socket 
eg.  a computer or iPod
MXA121B ‒ 3.5mm stereo to phono pair for use with TV (a SCART adaptor may be required)

Note ‒ it is possible to use the Remote Volume Control feature when using a SwiftTX
transmitter as a remote transmitter with an IR Swift +.
For the IR Classmate pendant a special attenuated lead is required to connect
the external device into the side ʻMICʼ socket (3.5mm mono) ‒ two versions of
special attenuated lead for connection into an IR Classmate pendant
transmitter are available:

XIRTXPE1A ‒ 3.5mm stereo for use with headphone socket eg. a computer or iPod
XIRTXPE1B ‒ phono pair for use with a TV (a SCART adaptor may be required) 

For both transmitters, place the unit so that the emitter (on the front) is not
obstructed and is facing towards the IR Swift+ receiver/amplifier.
For more details about connecting into external sound sources, 
please see pages 21-23.

IR Classmate pendant microphone transmitter
When using a pendant microphone transmitter adjust the neck cord so
that the emitter faces forwards and the unit rests about 150mm (the
length of a biro) below the mouth.  

It is necessary to charge the batteries before
first use. Remove the protective tab from the
battery compartment, using a firm tug, and
connect to the charger.  
The initial charge should take about 20 hours,
thereafter charge overnight as required.

The IR Classmate pendant microphone
transmitter has two indicators. The power
indicator shows green when on, turning to
red when charging is required. The charge
indicator shows red during charging. The
charge time from flat is 16-20 hours, it is safe
to leave it on charge for up to 5 days.

The IR Classmate pendant transmitter has two
channels. If using the unit as a second
microphone, select ʻChannel 2ʼ.  The channel
selector switch is on the side of the unit ‒ just
above the on/off switch.

Emitter
window

Charging
indicator

Charge
Socket

Microphone
(MIC) socket

Channel
change

On/Off
switch

Power LED
Green when unit is on.
Red when unit needs charging.

Remote volume control feature ‒ for use with IR Swift +
When used with an IR Swift+ speaker amplifier, the Swift TX can be
used to remotely adjust the channel volume.

The range of remote volume adjust is +/- 15dB and allows the user
to temporarily adjust the volume of their voice from the 
IR Swift +.
A short press of the + or - button on the top of the transmitter will
increase or decrease the current volume by 1.5dB. 
Holding down the + or - button will change the volume at the rate
of 6dB per second.
To reset the volume to the default manual setting on the 
IR Swift + unit, press both the + and - buttons simultaneously.
The IR Swift + volume will reset itself to the manual setting when
the IR Swift + speaker amplifier is in standby or turned off.

Changing the batteries
To open battery compartment, press in the centre of the battery
door with the thumb and slide off.

Pull on the ribbon tab to pull out the batteries. Replace with two
new rechargeable batteries:

Bottom battery: High capacity rechargeable AA battery 
(MBRAAHX4VA ‒ pack of 4).

Top battery: High capacity rechargeable AA battery ‒ exposed end
(MBRAAHX1VAM ‒ sold singly). 
This battery is fitted with the exposed metal end against the flat side contact.

Position the batteries on top of the ribbon tab for easy removal next time. 

Aux socket

MIC
socket

Note ‒ the remote volume control function will only work with new IR Swift +
models. Compatibility with the remote control feature is indicated by the ʻ+ʼ suffix.

Volume up

Volume down

Volume reset

Charging an IR Classmate
pendant transmitter
Connecting the charger
automatically turns off the pendant
transmitter and starts charging it
(charging indicator). 

Charger 45IRTXHCHG2
for charging a pendant

or handheld
transmitter
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Changing the batteries

Opening the battery compartment
Remove the belt clip, then use a small crosshead screwdriver to
unscrew the battery cover. 
The screw is captive so that once the cover is released the screw
will stay in the cover.

The belt pack is normally used on channel A.
However, if required, it can be changed to channel
B as follows:
Open battery compartment and tip out the small
adjustment tool.
Inside the tool compartment you will be able to see
a small switch.
Use the shorter end of the adjustment tool to slide
the channel switch between A and B as required.
Replace the adjustment tool and battery
compartment cover. 

Channel change
If one beltpack and one handheld mic are being used, there will be no need to change
channels.
More than one pendant, beltpack or handheld microphone transmitter can be used on either
channel for team teaching as long as only one is switched on at any one time. To use two of
the same type of microphone simultaneously, then one will need to have its channel changed.

Belt clip can
be attached
in any
direction. 

To remove the belt clip, press the centre
button with one hand while pushing gently
on the end of the clip with the other hand. 

To replace the clip, press the centre button
while holding the end lip against the plastic
ʻcrossʼ and slide in.

Beltclip

If using a hip
pouch, the
beltclip goes
inside the
pouch.

On/off/mute switch

Power status:
green light = good
red light = recharge now
no light = dead batteries

Charge status: 
red light = charging

Charge socket 

Mic/emitter
socket ‒ make
sure plug is
firmly pushed in.

Beltpack transmitter

Controls

Pull on ribbon tab to release batteries.
Replace with new rechargeable batteries, spring end first. Be sure to
position the batteries on top of the ribbon tab for easy removal next time.
Replace cover and tighten the screw. Replace the belt clip as shown on
previous page.
Rechargeable batteries: Connevans part no: MBRAAHX4VA ‒ pack of 4 
(2 batteries required).

DO NOT use alkaline batteries.

Microphone gain settings
The beltpack transmitter microphone gain control is factory set and will not need adjusting.

The beltpack is originally supplied with a protective battery tab . Remove the protective
tab from the battery compartment, using a firm tug. 

Replacement belt clip part number 45IRTXBCLIP

Charger
45IRTXCHG2

for charging a
SwiftTX or
beltpack

transmitter

Charging an IR Classmate
beltpack transmitter
Connecting a charger does not
automatically turn off the beltpack
transmitter so make sure it is switched
off before charging. 
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Lavalier microphone and emitter
If using the lavalier
microphone and
emitter, ensure the
emitter is worn facing
outwards (clip
towards the body).

Attaching
the lavalier
cord to the
clip on the
back of the
emitter.

Microphone
lead

Plug the microphone lead into
the microphone emitter as
shown below.

Push the lead
firmly into 
the beltpack
transmitter
socket with
the arrow at
the back. 

Bend the flexible gooseneck to rest on your
collar with the emitter facing outwards (label
against the body) and the microphone grill
towards your mouth twisting the gooseneck
gently if required.

For normal use, position the microphone so
that it is in front of your mouth and about
150mm (the length of a biro) below your
mouth.

Collarworn microphone and emitter

To re-engage, hold the connector by the black rubber
sleeve, gently rotate and push the two parts together
until they click into place.

Replacing the microphone lead
The connector to the microphone emitter is released by gripping the textured part of the
outer metal collar and pulling away from the emitter. 

Microphone
grill faces
the mouth

Emitter faces away from the
body (label towards body)

15
0m

m

15
0m

m

Microphone
lead

Collar worn microphone
and emitter

Beltpack
Transmitter 

Lavalier
microphone
and emitter

45IRMLEAD ‒ replacement microphone lead, length 900mm

Beltpack
Transmitter 
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Handheld microphone transmitter

Opening the battery
compartment
Unscrew the metal sleeve below the
switch and slide the cover off.

Lift off the internal battery cover.

Power status:
green light = good
red light = recharge now
no light = dead batteries

Charge
socket

Controls

Charging the handheld transmitter
Depending on use, the handheld mic may only need charging every 1-2 weeks (approx. 8
hours use).
Remember to switch off the handheld mic
before charging. 
Use the external charger 45IRTXHCHG2
plugged into a mains socket. Charge time is
16-20 hours from flat (i.e. overnight). 

On/off (mute)
switch

Changing the batteries
Pull on the ribbon tab to pull out the
bottom battery then slide out the top
battery. Replace with two new
rechargeable batteries:

Bottom battery: 
High capacity 

rechargeable AA battery 
(MBRAAHX4VA ‒ pack of 4).

Top battery:
High capacity rechargeable AA battery 
‒ exposed end (MBRAAHX1VAM). 
This battery is fitted with the exposed
metal end against the spring.

Channel change
Most users will never need to change the channel of the handheld microphone. 
If one beltpack and one handheld mic are being used, there will be no need to change
channels.

More than one pendant, beltpack or handheld microphone transmitter can be used on
either channel for team teaching as long as only one is switched on at any one time. 

To use two of the same type of microphone simultaneously, then one will need to have its
channel changed. 

The handheld transmitter is normally used on channel B. 
However, if required, it can be changed to channel A as follows: 

Although not particularly easy to see, it is fairly easy to change.
Position yourself so that a strong light is shining into the ʻthroatʼ of
the compartment. You should just be able to see the small switch
just behind the springs.

Use a small screwdriver to slide the channel switch between 
A and B as required.

Please note that the label fitted to the outside of the 
battery compartment indicates the switch positions as 
ʻCH1ʼ (= Channel A) and ʻCH2ʼ (=  Channel B).

Channel switch on ʻBʼ

7

7

Holding the microphone transmitter
It is important to hold the microphone in the
middle so that the emitters are not being
covered by your hand.

Position the bottom battery on top of the ribbon tab for easy removal next time. Clip internal
battery cover into place. Screw cover back on.
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The IR Swift+ has an Aux Output phono socket. Hearing aid
users with an fm radio aid will benefit from connecting their
transmitter directly to the IR Swift+ unit.

The rebroadcast sound includes the sound from
all active IR Swift+ inputs ‒ teacher, multimedia
etc.

Pack 45SIBKFMGB for connection to: 
Connevans fmGenie transmitter, Phonak
SmartLink & SmartLink+, ZoomLink & ZoomLink+ 
or EasyLink & EasyLink+. 

Pack 45SIBKINS for connection to: Phonak inspiro transmitter

Pack 45SIBK220B for connection to: Connevans CRM 220
transmitter

45IRSW 45IRSDZ

Optional external sensor
An external infra red pick up sensor to improve transmitter
reception can be fitted to your IR Swift+ amplifier/speaker.

Two alternative sensor types are available, a wall or ceiling
sensor, as is an IR Swift sensor wiring pack.

IR Swift + sensor wiring pack 
c/w 18m cable, 2 plugs & 2 plug
cover boots. (XRG6IRC)

External sensor input Connecting an IR Swift + to external equipment
The IR Swift+ has a 3.5mm stereo auxiliary input socket
which will accept sound from a wide variety of sources. 

Supplied with the system is a 3.5mm‒3.5mm 1.2metre lead
(MXA117A) which may be connected into any headphone
socket as found on laptops, iPods, personal stereos etc.

3metre extension leads (MXA121A) are also
available.

For connecting into TVs and other equipment
with phono audio out connections, stereo
3.5mm to phono pair leads are available in a
variety of lengths, 1.2m (MXA121B) and 5m
(MXA121BA) being the most popular.

For those requiring a SCART connection an inline
SCART to phono splitter (MXT114H) or SCART plug
to phono socket adaptor (MXT114) are available. 

Aux Out
socket ‒
phono

Aux In
socket 

‒ 3.5mm
stereo

MXA117A

MXA121A

MXA121B
MXT114H MXT114

Aux Out
adjust

Output to external equipment 
eg. rebroadcasting via an fm radio aid for hearing aid users

45SIBKFMGB

Extension speaker
A compatible 8 ohm extension speaker or
ceiling speaker can be connected to the socket
which is on the bottom of the IR Swift+ unit. 

Laptop or
Computer

Radio Aid
transmitter

MP3 Player

IR transmitter

Audio Out

Audio In

Wireless
Infra Red
signal

TV

DVD player

Projector

VCR

Audio In

Wireless
Bluetooth
signal

Bluetooth
transmitter

Aux Out
adjust

There is an aux out volume adjust ‒ set as shown
for any of the above leads.

This connection may also be used to record the
output of the IR Swift+.
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For information about how to use a SwiftTX or IR Classmate pendant transmitter to allow
IR wirefree connection into an external audio source, please see page 12.

Pack of connecting leads  Includes in-line isolating
transformer, phono leads and adaptors & user
information sheet. 
Provides connections to laptop headphone socket
and TV SCART socket.

Pack A ‒ approx. 15m (45SIBKCONA)

Pack B ‒ approx. 25m (45SIBKCONB)

Installers Kit  ‒ similar to above but including
100m drum screened audio lead. 
For making up your own leads on-site. Useful for
awkward cable runs or for a more discreet
installation. N.B some soldering required.

Provides connections to laptop headphone
socket and TV SCART socket.

(45SIBKCONC)

Wirelessly connect your audio devices, such as a computer, TV, MP3 etc. to your 
IR Swift+ via Bluetooth. 

Bluetooth is an easy-to-use wireless communications technology. It is secure and operates
over a short range of approx. 10-20m. Bluetooth technology is universal and has become a
global standard ‒ there is a wide range of Bluetooth enabled devices now available. 

The simple ʻpairingʼ process allows multiple devices on the same site with no risk of inter-
classroom cross-talk. It also does not require line-of-sight positioning. Bluetooth is ideal if
your classroom computer or laptop is already Bluetooth enabled. 

Bluetooth audio transmitters
We have two Bluetooth transmitters available. The Bluetooth stereo audio
transmitter plugs into any 3.5mm headphone socket (eg. on an iPod/MP3
player) to transmit audio signals to the Bluetooth receiver. 

It is also possible to transmit sound from a computer. Many computers are
already Bluetooth-enabled, but a USB dongle transmitter can be used for
computers without integral Bluetooth capability.

Note ‒ only one transmitter can be used at a time.

For further information about Bluetooth and any of these products, 
please see www.DeafEquipment.co.uk.

Connection of an external sound source ‒ Wirefree Bluetooth

Bluetooth audio receiver
A compact stereo Bluetooth audio receiver for direct connection to
your IR Swift+ using the 3.5mm to 3.5mm aux i/p connecting lead
supplied in the IR Swift+ package.

This receiver will stream audio via Bluetooth from any Bluetooth
enabled device e.g. laptop, MP3 player etc. 

With a range of up to 30m, this audio receiver allows you to wirelessly connect your IR Swift+,
at the back of the classroom, to (almost!) any audio device elsewhere in the classroom.

MX280034

MBTA35

Connection of an external sound source ‒ wired
A wired connection between your external audio source and your IR Swift+ is always the
preferred option. In an ideal world, the source and the IR Swift+ are not too far apart, making
direct connection easy. Typically however, the audio source (Laptop,
TV, MP3 player e.t.c) will be at the front of the classroom with the
teacher, whilst the IR Swift+ is sited at the back. 

We have developed a range of connection packs to make connection
to the IR Swift+ easy.

To determine which pack is required, simply measure the distance
from the equipment from which you wish to take the audio
output to the input sockets on the IR Swift+.

Do not forget to allow for taking wires up and along the wall,
around pin boards, window frames etc. and then down the wall
to the table/shelf where the equipment is normally kept.

Note ‒ only one transmitter
can be used at a time.

MP3 Player

Wireless
Bluetooth
signal

Wireless
Bluetooth
signalAudio In

Laptop or
Computer

MF8T017NG
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Trouble shooting Appendix A
If the IR Swift + system does not operate as expected check the following:

Symptom Probable Cause
No red indicator light Unit unplugged or switched off

Flashing red indicator light IR Swift+ in standby mode. Switch transmitter on
within line of sight of IR Swift+

No light on transmitter Batteries dead or incorrectly fitted

Red light on beltpack or pendant
transmitter Batteries need recharging

No light on handheld transmitter Batteries dead or incorrectly fitted

Red light on handheld transmitter Batteries need recharging

Distorted, whistling and generally
nasty sound 

Two transmitters on the same channel will cause this ‒
turn one off. Has your colleague from next door come
in wearing their transmitter?

Feedback whistling all the time or
when the user of the transmitter
speaks

ʻMicʼ volume too high. Microphone too far away from
user's mouth. If using a SwiftTX with IR Swift+, reset the
volume to the default by holding down the + and - keys
‒ see page12 for full details.

Sound too bright or boomy Adjust the tone controls to suit the acoustics of the
room and speakers.

Sound distorted
Reduce the volume of the appropriate channel. The
system is only intended for speech and music in an
average size classroom up giving up to about 90dB SPL.

No wake up from standby
Insufficient audio level. If audio source is a portable MP3
player, increase the player volume to maximum. Point
the IR transmitter towards the IR Swift+ unit.

To remove the neck strap:
1. On one side of the strap,

lie the plastic slider down
on a flat surface, arrow
side down.

2. Take a paperclip 
and slide it
along the strap,
in under the
plastic. Wiggle it
so that you can
slide it all the
way in, gradually releasing the ʻdoorʼ on the
plastic fastener.

3. The ʻdoorʼ will open,
releasing the strap.

4. Remove the strap from
the plastic fastener and
unthread it from the
loops on the top of the
SwiftTX.

5. Repeat for the other side
of the neck strap!

Replacing the neck strap Appendix B
Spare/replacement neckstraps are available for the SwiftTX pendant transmitter. 

IR Swift + Power Management Appendix C
All IR Swift+ units from serial number 12018xxx onwards employ automatic power
management.
When mains power is first applied, the unit will enter the low power standby mode,
indicated by a slowly flashing red indicator.
When an infra red transmitter is switched on within line of sight
of the IR Swift+, or audio is applied to the auxiliary input, the
unit will wake up within 3 seconds and begin normal operation,
indicated by a solid red indicator.
The unit will remain powered for 2 hours after the last infra red
or audio activity, then will return to the standby mode.
The red indicator will flash rapidly when the unit is receiving a
remote volume control signal.

To refit the neck strap:
1. Thread one side of the strap

through the loops on the SwiftTX
transmitter.

2. Open the ʻdoorʼ in the plastic
fastener as per instructions
above.

3. Place the end of the neck strap
into the fastener and close the
ʻdoorʼ, making sure it clicks shut.

4.
Repeat for the other side of the neck
strap!

Power on indicator
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Always ensure that the IR Swift+ is safely sited.
Parts of the unit will become warm during normal use.
Do not block the ventilation holes at the bottom and top of the unit.
The chargers are designed only to charge IR Swift transmitters containing Ni-MH batteries 
of 2700mAh capacity. Do not attempt to charge other devices, battery types or use for other
purposes.
Do not expose the IR Swift+ to rain or moisture.
Do not fit the IR Swift+ in direct sunlight or over a heater.
Use only the supplied power supply unit. Use of any other power supply will invalidate 
the warranty.
No user serviceable parts inside.
Refer servicing to authorised representatives of Connevans Limited.
Remove the mains plug from the wall socket before undertaking any servicing operations.

Cautions:
!

At the end of their useful life, the packaging, product and batteries
should be disposed of via a suitable recycling centre. 
Do not dispose of with your normal household waste. Do not burn.

The IR Swift+ is manufactured by:

Connevans Limited 
Bridge House, 1 Nutfield Road, Merstham, Surrey RH1 3EB
Helpline 01737 247571    soundfield@connevans.com

Three Year warranty
Terms & Conditions
Connevans offer a three (3) year warranty from date of purchase for Infra
Red Soundfield Systems. The warranty covers malfunction due to defect
in materials and workmanship. These warranty conditions are in addition to Connevans
standard terms & conditions and are in addition to your statutory rights which remain
unaffected.
This warranty includes the main IR Swift+, microphone transmitters and chargers.
Installation, where applicable, is also covered. 
Warranty does not cover use of incorrect batteries, cosmetic appearance or failure due to
misuse, abuse or failing to follow the manufacturerʼs instructions. Repairs performed by
someone other than Connevans staff will void this warranty. For chargeable repairs, an
official purchase order (for credit account customers) or payment in advance will be
required before the equipment is returned.
This warranty does not include site visits. Equipment should be returned to Connevans for
inspection and repair or replacement. The cost of return is the responsibility of the
customer. Connevans naturally accept no responsibility for loss of or damage to a
customerʼs parcel until it has been safely received at our factory. Customers are advised to
return equipment adequately packed and covered by appropriate insurance. Packing
material is available for purchase if required.
The IR Swift+ must be returned in the original custom packaging. Returning an IR Swift+
in any other packaging will void this warranty. If you have not kept the original packaging,
replacements can be purchased from Connevans.
When returning equipment under this 3 year warranty a completed Soundfield Returns
Form must be included.  Copies available from www.connevans.com/returns.
We reserve the right to make a charge for processing and returning equipment which is
found not to be faulty upon inspection.
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